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Abstract
With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), the generation of a large amount of medical waste brought a 
rude shock to the existing solid waste management system. Since masks constitute the most common household medical 
waste under the COVID-19 pandemic, their effective collection and treatment can significantly reduce the potential risks 
for secondary transmission, and this concern has attracted worldwide attention. Taking Macau City as a case study, this 
research tried to identify factors that can influence residents’ behavioral intentions toward the source separation of COVID-
19 waste masks. The extended theory of planned behavior (TPB) model is used to examine the influence factors of the 
source separation behaviors of 510 respondents. The results show that the main factors that positively affected respondents’ 
behavioral intentions toward waste-mask source separation are: cognitive attitude, convenience, and perceived behavioral 
control, and among these, cognitive attitude has the highest influence. Subjective norm is also proved to be the weak factor 
to improving behavioral intention. Policy advocacy, and demographic variables have no significant effect on behavioral 
intention. The results of this study can help decision makers and managers formulate effective strategies to increase residents’ 
participation in the source separation of waste masks.
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Introduction

Since December 2019, the sudden outbreak of a novel 
coronavirus (also known as COVID-19) has attracted 
worldwide attention. As of March 3, 2021, COVID-19 had 

caused 116 million infections and 26 million deaths [1]. 
During this crisis, most governments announced border 
closures and issued a series of guidelines (such as wearing 
masks, washing hands more frequently, and keeping 
socially distant) to reduce the infection risks and limit the 
spread of COVID-19. With these epidemic prevention and 
control requirements, a large amount of medical waste 
has been generated. Although the global blockade caused 
by the response to COVID-19 has brought some positive 
environmental impacts (such as the improvement of air 
quality and river water quality) [2], this is not the case 
for solid waste management. During the epidemic period, 
the composition of daily household waste has changed 
dramatically, and personal protective equipment (masks, 
disinfectant, gloves, etc.) has become common household 
waste, bringing great challenges to the waste treatment 
system [3]. In China, the daily medical waste related to 
the COVID-19 pandemic was about 468.9 tons [4]. It is 
estimated that the daily average production of COVID-19 
medical waste in the world increased from 200 tons/day 
in February to 29,000 tons/day at the end of September 
2020 [5]. The huge increase in and improper collection 
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of medical waste contribute not only to environmental 
pollution, but also to the spread of COVID-19 itself [6]. The 
effective management of medical waste should be regarded 
as an urgent and important public service, to prevent 
negative environmental impacts and the risk of secondary 
transmission via the waste stream.

To prevent COVID-19 infection, masks have become 
indispensable protective equipment for the public [7, 8]. The 
role of masks is to reduce the spread of droplets from infected 
individuals and greatly reduce the possibility of virus waves 
[9]. The World Health Organization (WHO) as well as 
health organizations in most countries have suggested that 
residents need to wear masks in the communal environment 
[10, 11]. Wearing a mask has been considered an effective 
way of reducing the spread of COVID-19, and has become 
a community custom and an important prerequisite for 
social activities. However, because of the high possibility of 
viruses escaping outside the mask, it is not recommended to 
reuse a mask [3]. According to the guidelines published by 
the National Health Commission of China (NHCRC), the use 
of medical masks and disposable masks is limited in low-
risk areas or among people with non-occupational exposure, 
and the cumulative use time (wearing) of a mask should not 
exceed 8 h [12]. The WHO reports that 89 million medical 
masks are required per month [13]. At the same time, it is 
estimated that the global consumption of disposable masks 
has reached 6.6 billion units, with a total weight of 2641 tons 
as of August 2020 [3]. High consumption levels of these 
masks lead to the generation of large amounts of solid waste. 
How to effectively manage the waste masks has become the 
top priority of municipal solid waste (MSW) management.

COVID-19 medical waste is produced not only in 
hospitals, but also within ordinary residential premises. 
Compared with the centralized treatment of medical waste 
in hospitals, waste masks from households are often mixed 
in with other MSW [14]. However, a research report pointed 
out that the COVID-19 virus has different survival times in 
different materials, such as: atomized copper, 3 h; cardboard, 
4 h; plastic, 24 h; and stainless steel, 2–3 days [15]. In 
addition, Kampf et al. [16] indicated that the COVID-19 
virus could survive for 9 days on inanimate solid surfaces 
such as metal, plastic and glass. As a result, mixed collection 
may contaminate other common MSW and even contribute 
to the spread of COVID-19. Identifying source separation 
of COVID-19 waste is extremely important during an 
epidemic, not only to reduce costs but also to help prevent 
the spread of the virus [17].

Compared with other medical wastes, most masks are 
designed for single use, there is a higher frequency of 
replacement and disposal, resulting in a large volume of 
waste masks being generated every day. Waste masks have 
become bulk wastes that must be processed or disposed of 
properly. A good waste-mask recycling and disposal system 

needs to consider not only the treatment technology and 
cost, but also the behavioral intentions of residents [18]. 
Previous studies have shown that residents’ consensus is 
an important prerequisite for implementing solid waste 
management [19]. Residents’ demographic variables, 
perceived behavioral control, behavioral intentions and 
environmental attitudes are all important factors that affect 
whether residents support a waste management system 
[18–21]. In addition, Irfan et al. [22] analyzed the factors 
that prompt Pakistani residents to wear masks or prevent 
residents from wearing masks based on the expanded TPB 
model. Zhao et al. [23] assessed the self-reported face mask 
wearing status and related perceptions, and reported that 
compared with the Europeans, Chinese participants showed 
a stronger pro-masking tendency. To prevent the secondary 
infection and pollution of waste masks, it is very important 
to identify residents’ behaviors for the source separation 
of waste masks. However, there have been few studies on 
residents’ behavioral responses to the source separation of 
waste masks. To fill this gap, this study attempts to construct 
an extended Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) framework 
to understand residents’ attitudes and the influencing factors 
of residents’ willingness to participate in source separation. 
The research results can provide theoretical data for policy 
managers and makers, and provide a scientific basis for the 
rational source separation of waste masks.

Literature review the theory of planned 
behavior

As of March 2021, TPB had been cited nearly 90,000 times, 
according to a Google Academic Search. Although there 
are other competing behavior models, the TPB model has 
always been one of the most widely used frameworks to 
investigate individual behavior, and is also considered the 
most effective model for designing behavior intervention 
[24]. In 1975, Fishbein and Ajzen [25] put forward the 
rational behavior theory (TRA) on the premise that human 
behavior can be controlled by human consciousness. 
However, due to its lack of consideration of human intention, 
this theory has been highly controversial [26]. The TPB 
model was formally proposed by Ajzen [27], and a key 
variable (perceptual behavior control) was added to the 
TRA model [28]. According to the theory, three important 
determinants—cognitive attitude, perceived behavioral 
control and subjective norm—perform the analysis function 
of behavioral intention. These variables jointly analyze 
behavioral intention and speculate on human behavior [21].

TPB has been widely used to predict and explain 
environmental behavior [29], especially in the field of 
waste recovery [21, 26, 30–32]. TPB is also a flexible model 
that can be used to evaluate specific populations [24]. To 
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better study the recycling behavior, additional variables 
can be added to enhance TPB’s explanatory capabilities 
[28]. Considering that decision makers’ intentions may be 
influenced by other important factors [26], this study also 
adopted some other key variables in the TPB model. (1) 
Convenience is usually considered an important variable 
for waste recovery [21, 33, 34]; it is described as the 
convenience and time available to an individual for waste 
management [35], and is also an assessment of whether 
an individual has time to collect, sort and treat waste 
[21]. (2) Policy advocacy is usually an important factor 
affecting residents’ behavioral intentions. Since source 
separation of waste masks is a time-consuming activity, 
residents’ understanding on policies can help increase their 
willingness, although this understanding is related to their 
trust in the government’s waste management policies [32]. 
(3) Demographic variables—especially monthly income 
and educational level—may also play an important role in 
recycling behavior [18–20].

As shown in Fig. 1, this study built an extended TPB 
model framework to investigate six possible influencing 
factors of waste-mask source separation: cognitive attitudes, 
subjective norms, perceived behavioral control, demographic 
variables, convenience and policy advocacy variables.

Research hypotheses

Cognitive attitudes

As a psychological characteristic, attitude is an evaluative 
reflection of a problem (preference or non-preference) [31]. 
Attitude toward a specific behavior can inspire people to 
specific behavioral intentions [28]. In general, the more 
preference a person has for a behavior, the greater the 
individual’s willingness to perform that behavior. Tonglet 
et al. [36], Wang et al. [30] and Aboelmaged [31] confirmed 
that attitude is a strong predictor of e-waste recycling 

intention. At present, cognitive attitude is considered a 
good predictor of pro-environment behavior, and is related 
to an individual’s ability to bear the risks and uncertainties 
caused by decisive factors [37]. However, Russell et al. [29] 
pointed out that attitude alone cannot successfully affect the 
intention to reduce food waste. Khan et al. [21] reported that 
attitudes did not significantly affect consumers’ behavioral 
intentions to deal with plastic waste. To test whether attitude 
is an important predictor of residents’ intention to participate 
in waste-mask management, this study puts forward the 
following cognitive-attitude hypothesis:

H1  Cognitive attitude positively affects residents’ intentions 
of performing waste-mask source separation.

Subjective norms

In the TPB model, social influence is represented by the 
concept of a subjective norm [38]. Subjective norms 
represent the social pressure to perform certain behaviors 
[28]. Many studies have reported that subjective norms are 
positively correlated with behavioral intentions [21, 39]. 
However, there is great uncertainty about how effective a 
subjective norm is, in influencing behavioral intentions [31, 
36]. This study proposes the following subjective-norm 
hypothesis:

H2  Subjective norms positively affect residents’ behavioral 
intentions toward the source separation of waste masks.

Perceived behavioral control

Perceived behavioral control is our confidence and control 
over intentional behavior. Many studies have shown that 
perceived behavioral control has a positive effect on 
recycling behavior and is an important factor in predicting 
people’s intentions for pro-environment behavior [29, 

Fig. 1  Extended TPB model 
framework for waste-mask 
source separation
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40, 41]. Russell et al. [29] reported that the stronger a 
consumer’s perceived behavioral control, the stronger their 
intention to reduce food waste. Cao [41] proposed that 
the better respondents perceive the recycling conditions 
to be, the more likely they will participate in the recycling 
of express packaging waste. However, other studies have 
shown that there is no significant relationship between 
perceived behavioral control and behavioral intention 
[21, 31]. To verify whether residents’ intrinsic perceptual 
behavior control has an impact on their intention to 
participate in the source separation of waste masks, this 
study puts forward the following behavioral-control 
hypothesis:

H3  Perceived behavioral control has a positive effect on 
residents’ behavioral intentions toward waste-mask source 
separation.

Convenience

Convenience (including the facilities, cost, time and 
difficulty of operation) refers to a person’s ease of 
performing a certain behavior [21]. Previous studies have 
pointed out that convenience is an important influence on 
recycling behaviors [21, 33, 34]. Kochan et al. [33] believed 
that as the complexity of recycling storage decreases, 
residents’ willingness to participate in recycling may 
increase significantly. In this study, convenience is also 
considered an important factor, and this study puts forward 
the following convenience hypothesis:

H4  Convenience has a positive effect on residents’ 
behavioral intentions toward waste-mask source separation.

Policy advocacy

The formation of a perfect waste recycling channel 
requires not only laws and regulations, but also policy 
advocacy, to guide residents’ perceptions. Previous studies 
have shown that policy measures can change people’s 
perceptions and behavior [40, 42]. Wan et al. [40] reported 
that governmental policies and advocacy would enhance 
consumers’ willingness to participate in waste recycling. In 
general, publicizing the policy will help enhance residents’ 
environmental awareness. It is believed that policy advocacy 
is an important predictor of residents’ behavioral intentions 
to recycle waste masks. This study puts forward the 
following policy-advocacy hypothesis:

H5  Policy advocacy has a positive impact on residents’ 
behavioral intentions toward waste-mask source separation.

Demographic variables

In general, waste generation and recycling are mainly 
affected by demographic characteristics, socio-economic 
characteristics, structural characteristics, and governmental 
policies [43, 44]. Previous studies have shown that 
monthly income, educational level and family size are the 
key factors affecting residents’ recycling intentions [18, 
45, 46]. Meanwhile, age and gender may also be related 
to waste recycling behavior. Saphores et al. [47] believed 
that the higher the educational level of young people, the 
more willing they are to support environmental protection. 
Therefore, we propose the following demographic 
hypothesis:

H6  Demographic variables have a positive impact on 
residents’ behavioral intentions toward waste-mask source 
separation.

Questionnaire design, survey and data 
collection

Macau has made important achievements in coping with 
the crisis of COVID-19 (as of February 2021, only 48 
people were infected and none died from COVID-19) [48]. 
However, due to the small land area and the increasing 
COVID-19 medical waste, Macau’s solid waste management 
system is under great pressure [19]. Currently, medical 
wastes in Macao are incinerated at high temperature in 
Special and Hazardous Waste Treatment Station (SHWTS). 
However, due to insufficient treatment capacity (24 metric 
tons per day), the medical waste received in SHWTS exceeds 
the treatment capacity undre the COVID-19 pandemic (see 
Fig. S1). The COVID-19 medical waste must be treated 
without delay, thus parts of these medial waste end in the 
Macao Incineration Plant (MIP) for Municipal solid waste. 
Although China (including Macao) has not formulated a 
special policy on source separation of waste masks, some 
regions (e.g., Chongqing City, Xiamen city, Foshan City 
and Shandong Province) require to set up special recycling 
containers for waste masks in public places (residential 
quarters, business districts and stations, etc.) [49]. In 
Macao, some residential quarters, buildings and universities 
also spontaneously set up special waste-mask containers. 
Sanitation workers will regularly disinfect the waste masks 
every day and transfer them to the next level of processing 
facilities (SHWTS or MIP). However, because COVID-
19 virus has strong concealment and infectivity, incorrect 
disposal of waste masks may actually increase the rate of 
viral transmission. With the normalization of epidemic 
prevention and control, the volume of waste masks has 
increased sharply. It is still necessary to formulate special 
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management regulations, and build a system for recycling 
and centralized disposal of daily waste masks. A good 
recycling system for waste masks depends not only on the 
external environment (the government and the recycling 
enterpreise), but also on the internal environment (e.g., 
the public’s recycling intention). Residents’ participation 
is an important prerequisite for implementing solid waste 
management policy. However, due to the lack of policy 
guidance, the residents would discard waste masks directly 
into garbage cans at home, or public garbage cans. Whether 
Macao residents are willing to participate in the waste-mask 
source separation is still an important issue that needs to 
be explored urgently. Therefore, to verify the hypotheses, 
this study selected Macao as the case study to identify 
the important influence factors on the residents’ source 
separation behaviors of waste masks. The types of masks 
studied include disposable common masks, disposable 
medical masks, non-valve N95 masks and N95 masks 
with valves, etc. Meanwhile, all kinds of waste masks are 

considered to need source separation in this study. Figure 2 
shows the main structure of the questionnaire survey.

Questionnaire design

There were four steps to setting up the questionnaire on 
what affects Macau residents’ behavioral intentions toward 
waste masks. The first was to investigate the medical waste 
generated due to the epidemic in Macau, and to obtain 
useful information about epidemic medical waste through 
online information collection and consultation via postal 
mail. Secondly, a team of graduate students from Macau 
University of Science and Technology investigated the 
academic papers published in international journals, mainly 
focusing on TPB methods and solid waste management, 
finally obtaining a list of 40 items. Next, the items were 
modified and supplemented by three researchers (professors 
from Macau University of Science and Technology). 
To complete the questionnaire, a preliminary survey 

Fig. 2  Structure of our survey on waste masks
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was organized and 31 items were finally determined for 
inclusion.

The questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first part 
refers to the demographic variables of the respondents, 
including age, monthly income, family size, etc. The second 
part refers to the use and disposal behaviors with regard to 
masks. In the third part, six influencing factors—cognitive 
attitude, subjective norms, perceived behavioral control, 
convenience, policy advocacy and behavioral intention—
were investigated; these were adopted from Tonglet et al. 
[36], Ramayaht et al. [50], Saphores et al. [47], Cao [41] and 
Wan et al. [40]. In this study, the five-point Likert scale was 
adopted to describe the questionnaire, and the indicators are 
shown in Table S1.

Questionnaire survey and data collection

For the pre-investigation, 50 questionnaires from residents 
and hospital staff were processed by university students 
working on the study. Based on the results of the pre-
investigation, the questionnaire was revised to improve its 
rationality and scientific integrity.

The resulting final questionnaire survey was carried out 
through online entry and an offline survey. The off-line 
survey was conducted in the Macau Peninsula area by the 
experienced students; the online questionnaire survey was 
conducted via the Questionnaire Star platform. By setting the 
location and pre-filling some responses via IP management, 
it was ensured that only Macau residents could fill in the 
questionnaire, and that each user could fill in it only once, 
thereby guaranteeing its authenticity. In addition, to ensure 
that respondents could clearly understand the meaning of the 
questions, rare words and professional and academic words 
were excluded from the questionnaire as much as possible. 
Finally, 545 questionnaires were collected, and 510 valid 
questionnaires were obtained—an effective rate of 93.58%.

Results and analysis

Descriptive statistical analysis

Basic information

As shown in Table 1, respondents aged 18–30 years made up 
the largest group, followed by those aged 31–40 years. The 
ratios of male to female were similar for all the participant 
groups. In addition, more than 50% of the respondents had a 
bachelor’s degree or higher. Most respondents (> 50%) had a 
monthly income higher than 20,000 MOP. Finally, in terms 
of occupation, 12.35% of the respondents were engaged in 
the medical profession [51]. Compared with data from the 
Macau statistical yearbook, the survey data are close to the 

average level for Macau residents (indicated in the rightmost 
column), except for occupation.

Data analysis

Before data analysis, each item of the respondents’ 
intentions and influencing factors for waste-mask treatment 
was coded (1–5), and exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were then carried out.

EFA is mainly used to analyze the nature of a multivariate 
observation structure and reduce a large number of variables 
into a smaller number of factors [30], verifying data validity. 
Since validity is a relative value rather than an absolute 
one, it can pass the KMO and Bartlett value tests. Through 
SPSS19.0 software, the validity of the initial questionnaire 
was tested and is shown in Table 2. The KMO value is 0.858, 
greater than 0.7 (the critical value), and the Chi-square 
value of myopia in the Bartlett spherical test is 4234.086 
(P value < 0.01), which indicates that the designed factors 
are suitable for factor analysis. Secondly, 18 indicators were 
tested based on principal component analysis. By observing 
the key parameters such as cumulative contribution rate, 
common factor variance and factor load (see Table S2), it 
was found that the retention factor was almost the same as 
the initial ratio, and Cronbach’s alpha value of all variables 
was close to or greater than 0.7 (see Table 2), indicating that 
the scale has sufficient reliability.

Then, CFA was adopted to determine whether the 
scale data support the constructs extracted from EFA [52] 
using Amos 21.0 software. The convergence validity of all 
variables was tested, to measure the relative degree between 
two variables of the same structure [53, 54]; these data are 
shown in Table 3. Although the average extracted variance 
(AVE) values of most variables are greater than or equal to 
0.5, the AVE values of convenience and policy advocacy are 
lower than 0.45, indicating that the convergence validity of 
the questionnaire is not ideal. To ensure the validity of the 
content, we re-identified, fitted and evaluated the scale data. 
Finally, after deleting DC1 of convenience and all topics 
of policy advocacy (PA1–3), the model shows good fitting 
degree. At the same time, the AVE values of all variables are 
greater than or equal to 0.5, and the composite reliabilities 
(CR) of all constructs are greater than 0.6, indicating that 
the ideal internal quality of the questionnaire meets the 
requirements.

In addition, discriminant validity is established to 
understand the difference between one construct and 
another [21]. The discriminant validity is mainly determined 
by the heterogeneity-single trait ratio and the cross load 
between items [21]. As shown in Table 4, the diagonal 
values represent the square of AVE, and other values are 
the correlations between the aforementioned variables. In 
general, the square root value of AVE should be greater 
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than the correlation of other constructs [54]. Therefore, the 
results in Table 5 confirm the validity of the discriminant 
validity.

Structural equation model (SEM)

After EFA and CFA analysis, the structural equation 
model (SEM) was selected to test the theoretical model. 
SEM involves using some observable variables to test an 
unobservable variable, and reflecting the degree of model 

fitting based on various indicators [30]. Using AMOS 
21.0 software, the maximum probability estimation 
method was used to evaluate the significance of the 
model fitting, coefficient and structural path of residents’ 
behavioral intentions. Policy advocacy was deleted due 
to low validity. As shown in Fig.  3A, the conceptual 
model included five potential variables (subjective norm, 
perceived behavior control, convenience, cognitive 
attitude, demographic variables and behavioral intention) 
and 19 items.

Table 1  Descriptive statistical information for respondents (N = 510)

Basic information Group Identifier Population Proportion (%) Sample average Macau

Mean SD

Age  < 18 15 34 6.67 36.31 13.34 40.27
18–30 25 164 32.16
31–40 35 132 25.88
41–50 45 100 19.61
51–60 55 41 8.04
 > 60 65 39 7.65

Gender Male 0 253 49.61 0.50 0.50 0.41
Female 1 257 50.39

Education Primary school 1 72 14.12 3.70 1.54 4.3
Junior middle school 2 56 10.98
Senior high school 3 57 11.18
University 4 136 26.67
Master 5 146 28.63
Doctor 6 43 8.43

Occupation Medical staff 1 63 12.35 0.12 0.33 0.008
Ordinary residents 0 447 87.65

Income  < 10,000 5000 74 14.51 25,372.55 12,725.70 20,000
10,000–20,000 15,000 101 19.80
20,000–30,000 25,000 147 28.82
30,000–40,000 35,000 108 21.18
 > 40,000 45,000 80 15.69

Family size 1 1 168 32.94 2.37 1.11 3.42
2 2 73 14.31
3–4 3 182 35.69
 > 5 4 87 17.06

Table 2  Exploratory factor analysis (EFA)

Constructs Indicator size Cronbach’s alpha Total Cronbach’s alpha KMO Bartlett Df P value

Cognitive attitude 4 0.805 0.877 0.858 4234.086 153 0.000
Subjective norms 2 0.877
Perceived behavioral control 2 0.886
Convenience 3 0.685
Policy advocacy 3 0.705
Behavioral intention 4 0.917
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Table 3  Reliability testing and convergent validity

***P < 0.01

Constructs Indicators P value Initial analysis Final analysis

Estimate AVE CR Estimate AVE CR

Subjective norms SN2 0.000*** 0.898 0.7808 0.8769 0.901 0.7817 0.8775
SN1 0.000*** 0.869 0.867

Convenience DC3 0.000*** 0.658 0.4316 0.6915 0.669 0.4976 0.6639
DC2 0.000*** 0.75 0.74
DC1 0.000*** 0.547 –

Perceived behavioral control PBC2 0.000*** 0.879 0.7958 0.8863 0.881 0.7958 0.8863
PBC1 0.000*** 0.905 0.903

Cognitive attitude AT4 0.000*** 0.671 0.5094 0.8056 0.673 0.5093 0.8056
AT3 0.000*** 0.723 0.722
AT2 0.000*** 0.758 0.757
AT1 0.000*** 0.7 0.7

Behavioral intention BT4 0.000*** 0.844 0.7376 0.9183 0.846 0.738 0.9184
BT3 0.000*** 0.882 0.882
BT2 0.000*** 0.825 0.827
BT1 0.000*** 0.883 0.88

Policy advocacy PA3 0.000*** 0.662 0.4437 0.7052 – – –
PA2 0.000*** 0.652
PA1 0.000*** 0.684

Table 4  Correlations of discriminant validity

**P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01

Constructs Cognitive attitude Behavioral intention Subjective norms Perceived 
behavioral control

Convenience

Cognitive attitude (0.714)
Behavioral intention 0.503*** (0.859)
Subjective norms 0.167** 0.519*** (0.884)
Perceived behavioral control 0.341*** 0.696*** 0.449*** (0.892)
Convenience 0.241*** 0.504*** 0.373*** 0.349*** (0.705)

Table 5  Evaluation results of the correction SEM model

Project Indicator Criterion Result (initial) Judgment Result (revised) Judgment

Absolute adaptation statistics P  > 0.05 0 No 0.233 Yes
RMR  < 0.5 0.112 No 0.050 Yes
AGFI  > 0.90 0.903 Yes 0.961 Yes
GFI  > 0.90 0.927 Yes 0.972 Yes
RMSEA  < 0.08 0.065 Yes 0.013 Yes

Value-added adaptation statistics NFI  > 0.90 0.891 No 0.964 Yes
NNFI  > 0.90 0.869 No 0.956 Yes
CFI  > 0.90 0.923 Yes 0.997 Yes
IFI  > 0.90 0.923 Yes 0.997 Yes

Simple adaptation statistics PGFI  > 0.50 0.693 Yes 0.710 Yes
PNFI  > 0.50 0.74 Yes 0.788 Yes
PCFI  > 0.50 0.766 Yes 0.814 Yes
CMIN/Df  < 3.00 3.129 No 1.09 Yes
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Model fitness test

Table 5 shows the evaluation criteria of the SEM adaptation 
index, including the main absolute adaptation statistics, 
value-added adaptation statistics and simple adaptation 
statistics. Firstly, we verify the initial model (see Fig. 3A). 

As shown in Table 5, it can be found that the data fitting 
effect of this model is not ideal, and five indexes fail. 
Therefore, the model is constantly revised and the final 
model is obtained (see Fig. 3B). It can be found that the 
covariance matrix of the revised model fits well with the 
actual data (CMIN/DF value 1.09 < 3). In addition, RMSEA, 

Fig. 3  Structural equation model of waste-mask source separation intention (SN subjective norms, PBC perceived behavioral control, CO 
convenience, CA: cognitive attitude, BI behavioral intention). A initial model; B revised model
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NFI, IFI, PGFI and most other indicators are consistent 
with the alignment judged by the SEM model, which also 
supports the hypothesis that the model has good adaptability. 
In summary, it can be considered that the theoretical 
hypothesis fits well with the sample data.

Path analysis and hypothesis testing

Table 6 presents the path result analysis of the structural 
equation model. The results show that cognitive attitudes 
(β = 0.659, P < 0.01), perceived behavioral control 
(β = 0.191, P < 0.01) and convenience (β = 0.409, P < 0.01) 
have significant effects on behavioral intention toward the 
source separation of waste masks. Thus, H1, H3 and H4 
are confirmed. In addition, subjective norms (β = 0.133, 
P < 0.05) had a weak effect on the behavioral intention. 
Hence, H2 is confirmed. However, demographic variables 
are not significant for behavioral intention, so H6 is rejected. 
Previous analysis shows that policy advocacy variables is not 
applicable to the model, so H5 were rejected.

Discussion, conclusions 
and recommendations

Because of the risk of secondary infection, waste masks 
are a special kind of solid waste. Source separation and 
recycling is the most suitable way to dispose of waste masks. 
However, in Macau, the source separation of waste masks 
has not received enough attention. Identifying respondents’ 
behavioral intentions will help improve MSW management. 
This study explored the respondents’ behavioral intention for 
source separation of waste masks and its influencing factors, 
and will help policy managers design plans to promote 
waste-mask recycling activities.

Exploring the influence of key factors 
on respondents’ behavioral intentions

Based on the expanded TPB, we developed a reliable scale 
and surveyed more than 500 residents. After obtaining the 
data, the hypotheses were tested by the structural equation 
of AMOS 21.0 software. The results show that convenience, 
cognitive attitude and perceived behavioral control are 
the main factors affecting residents’ behavioral intentions 
to engage in waste-mask source separation. Meanwhile, 
subjective norms weak affect residents’ behavioral 
intentions toward waste-mask source separation. However, 
demographic variables (gender, occupation, monthly 
income, education and age) had no effect on behavioral 
intention.

As mentioned above, cognitive attitude has a significant 
positive impact on behavioral intention, and the impact 
coefficient reached 0.659, the highest among all the 
predictive factors. As cognitive attitude is the residents’ 
subjective evaluation of waste-mask source separation, 
the more positive a resident’s attitude, the stronger their 
willingness to recycle [31, 36]. It can be seen that the 
residents who pay more attention to hygiene risk have 
higher intentions toward waste-mask source separation. 
In this study, it is indicated some respondents still did not 
understand the significance of source separation. In general, 
only when residents think that the source separation of 
waste masks is everyone’s responsibility and obligation, 
their attitude will become more positive [30]. Therefore, 
it is very necessary to cultivate residents’ knowledge of 
waste-mask source separation through various channels 
(community lectures, advertisements or education, etc.), 
thereby promoting the transformation of this perception to 
environmental behavior. In addition, the loss of perceived 
benefits (lower satisfaction) will affect residents’ willingness 

Table 6  Path result analysis of the structural equation model

**P<0.05, ***P< 0.01

No. Hypothesis Standardized path 
coefficient

S.E. C.R. value P value Result

H1 Cognitive attitude → behavioral intention 0.659 0.091 7.270 *** √
H2 Subjective norms → behavioral intention 0.133 0.043 3.074 ** √
H3 Perceived behavioral control → behavioral intention 0.191 0.044 4.346 *** √
H4 Convenience → behavioral intention 0.409 0.092 4.424 *** √
H5 Policy advocacy → behavioral intention – – – –  × 
H6  Demographic variables → behavioral intention

 Education → behavioral intention 0.019 0.030 0.634 0.526  × 
 Occupation → behavioral intention 0.355 0.141 2.519 0.012  × 
 Income → behavioral intention 0.029 0.036 0.783 0.434  × 
 Gender → behavioral intention 0.096 0.092 − 1.047 0.295  × 
 Age → behavioral intention – – – –  × 
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to participate in waste-mask source separation. Thus, when 
implementing a waste source separation plan, policy makers 
and managers should also fully consider and improve 
residents’ acceptance or satisfaction, so as to promote the 
source separation behavior.

Convenience has great attraction for residents, 
encouraging them to participate in waste-mask source 
separation; its influence coefficient is 0.409, making it an 
important predictor. When individuals feel comfortable 
participating in waste source separation activities, they 
will actively do so [21]. Participation is also related to the 
availability of recycling infrastructure, distance to recycling 
facilities and time required to participate in recycling. 
Therefore, the higher the convenience, the stronger 
the residents’ intentions to participate in waste source 
separation.

At the same time, increasing individual PBC also 
contributes to improving residents’ behavioral intention 
(influence coefficient: 0.191). If residents perceive that the 
waste-mask source separation process is simple, they are 
more likely to participate in it [29]. When the government 
implements a waste source separation plan, it can launch 
an education plan to publicize the location of the recycling 
facilities and explain how to participate in the operation 
guidelines, such as classification, storage and disposal of 
waste masks. All these actions will help promote the source 
separation of waste masks.

In addition, subjective norm is also proved to be the factor 
to improving behavioral intention. Subjective norms are 
created by external pressures (i.e., the degree of influence 
of others) [38]. The source separation of waste masks is 
a pro-environment behavior. Residents’ ideas are usually 
influenced by their surroundings or activities, eg., changing 
their behavioral intention toward waste source separation. 
Therefore, if policy makers can turn waste source separation 
and resource utilization into a “trendy” activity (a social 
trend), and strengthen publicity to improve residents’ 
satisfaction, it will obviously promote waste-mask source 
separation.

Although this study has not confirmed the influence of 
policy advocacy on the source separation of waste masks, 
previous studies have shown that when people hold a positive 
view on a policy’s effectiveness, their recycling behavior 
will also increase [40, 55]. There is reason to believe that 
policy advocacy is still an important factor in the source 
separation of waste masks. Policy formulation will restrain 
and improve residents’ source separation intention. Policy 
makers and managers should still raise people’s awareness 
of the policy’s potential effectiveness through publicity 
activities [40, 55]. By publicizing the government’s work, 
progress and achievements (environmental improvement) 
in the recycling plan, the residents can be educated to 
participate in the source separation of waste masks.

In general, residents with higher educational levels should 
have higher willingness to participate in waste-mask source 
separation [18]. However, educational level is an unreliable 
predictor, and high educational level alone cannot improve 
residents’ environmental awareness [20], possibly because 
the management of waste masks is still in its initial stage, 
the responsibility for recycling is unclear, and the publicity 
has been insufficient, failing to arouse residents’ intentions 
to separate waste masks, and they do not know how to 
properly recycle and dispose of the masks. There is still a 
need to cultivate their responsibility for the environment and 
help them understand the importance of waste-mask source 
separation.

These research results are of great significance for policy 
makers to solve the problem of household medical waste, 
even though with the increasing control over the and the 
development of a vaccine, the number of people infected 
with COVID-19 can be not expected to decrease significantly 
in the near future.The residents’ dependence on masks will 
also not decrease, even increase in the short term [56]. As 
Tripathi et al. [3] suggests that COVID-19 will continue to 
be prevalent in the coming years, it is extremely important 
to develop a long-term management plan for solid waste 
(especially masks). Residents are the core stakeholders of 
waste classification and recycling, and it is very important 
to determine the factors that affect residents’ behavioral 
intentions, especially in a small land area like Macau 
[18, 19]. With the increasing number of waste masks, the 
environmental and social pressures will continue to increase. 
Therefore, the results of this study are expected to provide 
theoretical support and scientific basis for the management 
of waste masks in Macau and other counries and regions.

Implications

As of this writing, Macau has accomplished a great deal in 
its efforts to control the COVID-19 epidemic and prevent its 
further spread. Yet these prevention and control measures 
have brought on another problem—the generation of a large 
number of waste masks [3, 7]. It is of great concern that 
there is no special management policy on medical waste 
(waste masks) in Macau [57]. An increasing amount of 
solid waste always results in a huge challenge to an existing 
solid waste management system [58, 59]. Establishing a 
management system for waste masks will help alleviate their 
environmental impacts. It is worth noting that the role of 
residents needs to be included in the process of formulating 
management policies for waste masks [20, 59]. Improving 
residents’ behavioral intention is the key to implementing an 
effective waste management policy. This study can provide 
some practical applications for managers and decision 
makers, in the formulation of such a policy.
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First of all, low environmental awareness and lack 
of knowledge about mask hygiene may be hindering 
residents’ ability to participate in waste-mask source 
separation. Therefore, Macau’s policy of carrying out 
more environmental protection activities and delivering 
health-risk lectures can improve residents’ knowledge 
and understanding of waste-mask source separation, and 
enable them to transform their environmental awareness 
into environmentally responsible behavior.

Secondly, convenience can positively inf luence 
residents’ intention to participate in waste-mask source 
separation. To facilitate the source separation of waste 
masks, policy makers should set up a reasonable recycling 
infrastructure for processing waste masks, based on 
actual local situations, to promote residents’ intentions to 
participate in waste-mask source separation.

Third, the government should cooperate with 
universities and other educational institutions to set up 
environmental protection courses to cultivate students’ 
environmental concern and ethics. These students can then 
educate their relatives and neighbors and encourage them 
to participate in the source separation of waste masks, 
eventually developing a communal environmental ethic 
around this issue.

The last and most critical step is the work of managers 
and decision makers. Establishing a sound policy or 
guideline will help improve the waste management 
system and serve as a guide for residents to participate 
in waste recovery. Managers and decision makers need to 
pay special attention to policy advocacy in the process of 
formulating and implementing these policies. At the same 
time, the current situation of waste management should 
be widely publicized; it would be an effective means of 
motivating residents to help implement the official waste-
mask source separation policy, explaining the current 
situation and available waste-mask disposal methods to 
the public, and increasing public enthusiasm to participate 
in waste-mask source separation.
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